A Limited Number of the New Player Pianos For Today and Tomorrow Selling

Another limited shipment of the New Player Pianos has been received and the instruments are offered for sale today and tomorrow at the identical price and on the same terms that were quoted during our great March sale.

$330 Easy Terms. $900 a Month after a Small Down Payment

This is the NEW Player Piano with the new Flexible Wind-Chest which makes the instrument so wonderfully responsive and so easy to play.

The piano proper is a fine instrument of substantial quality and excellent workmanship. The reeds, strings, felt, stringed apparatuses are carefully selected, for the basis of a good player piano is a good piano. Every detail of this instrument is covered by our guarantees, both as to piano and player. The piano action is placed by hand exactly as in other upright pianos. The case is especially designed, the arched top bevelled in an easy interfacer with the interior player.

SOCONY KERO-SCENES

Claim she attempted to re-enter this country.

Katherine, who is described as "Katherine, a woman who is a beautiful American citizen and has a reputation for being a criminal," was arrested at the port of entry in Buffalo, New York, on Wednesday afternoon. She was found to have entered the country without proper documentation and was taken into custody.

"I must say I am glad to see you," the officer said. "I think you were wonderful."